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SCI integrates cutting-edge technology

with e-Courier to enhance data collection

and streamline compliance maintenance

for delivery businesses of all sizes.

GLENS FALLS, NY, UNITED STATES, April

5, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Subcontracting Concepts, LLC (SCI), a

leading third-party administrator

recognized nationwide, is announcing a significant step-forward in its quest to make the back-

office administration of independent contractors more efficient. SCI has completed a strategic

integration with e-Courier, a premier cloud-based logistics solution, specifically designed for

couriers, third-party logistics (3PLs), and shipping companies. Visit e-Courier at https://e-

courier.com/ for more information.

Leveraging over two decades of expertise and more than 500 partner integrations, e-Courier

offers unparalleled capabilities in customer integration, dispatch efficiency, route optimization,

and overall operational streamlining. This collaboration integrates e-Courier’s fully customizable

platform with SCI’s advanced technology, enhancing data collection and streamlining document

maintenance for delivery businesses of all sizes.

SCI introduces an efficient onboarding and compliance maintenance workflow that integrates

effortlessly with existing dispatch systems:

1.  Drivers can easily upload new compliance documents, such as driver’s licenses, vehicle

registrations, and insurance information, using SCI’s Mobile app.

2.  With the addition of SCI's proprietary AI technology, DocDetection™, documents are validated,

and compliance records are updated in SECONDS.

3.  SCI’s integration with e-Courier creates automatic notifications in your dispatch system for

any compliance update, ensuring all necessary information for driver dispatching is readily

available.

With a single document upload, compliance records and dispatch systems are updated within

minutes, eliminating the need for managing multiple platforms to maintain compliance. Updates

to compliance documents on either the e-Courier or SCI platforms automatically synchronize the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://e-courier.com/
https://e-courier.com/


driver’s records across both systems, enhancing efficiency and streamlining operational

processes. Drivers already utilizing e-Courier can be easily onboarded through SCI, facilitating a

seamless transfer of essential information without manual intervention.

SCI invites logistics companies to embrace its customer-focused solutions, designed to

streamline administration and boost revenue growth. SCI offers a comprehensive suite of

services including payment processing, insurance programs, compliance solutions and retail

products, all supported by its investment in technology. Future enhancements, including

automated payment processing with e-Courier, are already underway.

Embrace the innovation in logistics that only SCI offers. For a demonstration of SCI’s

transformative solutions, email sales@sciadmin.com today.
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